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Abstract 

The magnetoelectric effect in M-type Ti-Co doped strontium hexaferrite has been studied using a 
combination of magnetometry and element specific soft X-ray spectroscopies. A large increase (> 
x30) in the magnetoelectric coefficient is found for samples in which Co2+ enters the trigonal bi-
pyramidal site. The 5-fold trigonal bipyramdial site has been shown to provide an unusual 
mechanism for electric polarization based on the displacement of magnetic transition metal (TM) 
ions. We show that for Co entering this site an off-center displacement of the cation can induce a 
large local electric dipole as well as providing increased magnetostriction enhancing the 
magnetoelectric effect. 

1. INTRODUCTION

The ability to control magnetism by an applied electric field is the “holy grail” in creating ultra-low 

power, high density MRAM. In this respect magnetoelectric (ME) multiferroics are currently an 

intense topic of research, not only in understanding how the two symmetry breaking orders can 

exist in the same material (they usually require either empty or partially filled transition metal 

orbitals respectively), but how the two ferroic orders can be coupled. Most ferromagnets are 

metallic but for ferroelectric order the material must be insulating to avoid screening of the electric 

field by the mobile carriers. As such most of the multiferroics reported so far have tended to be 

antiferromagnetic and ferroelectric, and only below room temperature with weak coupling () 

between the order parameters. Among the few room temperature single-phase ME multiferroics 

reported, hexaferrites seem to show potential for device applications as they exhibit a low field ME 

effect at room temperature [1]. 

Hexaferrites, iron oxides with hexagonal structures, are arranged in different repeating sequences of 

basic building blocks called R, S and T layers, where the S layer is a spinel structure. M-type 

hexaferrites can be described as a sequence of RSR*S* (the * indicates a 180 degree rotation around 

the c axis) layers whereas the Z-types have a RSTSR*S*T*S* sequence [2]. The unit cell of the 

archetypal M-type hexaferrite BaFe12O19 is shown in Fig.1. Fe3+ cations occupy both octahedral (Oh) 

and tetrahedral (Td) co-ordinated sites in the S block (Wyckoff positions 2a and 4f1) and octahedral 

sites (12k and 4f2) in the R block. The Ba ion located at 2d strongly distorts the octahedral site 

located at the 2b positions giving rise to a bi-pyramidal 5 fold co-ordination which is believed to 

induce a large uniaxial magnetic anisotropy parallel to the c-axis [3]. 

However, replacement of Ba with Sr and ionic Co2+ and Ti4+ substitutions dramatically alters the 

magnetic properties [4]. The smaller ionic radius of Sr compared to Ba changes the superexchange 

bond angle in Fe-O-Fe sites (2a and 2b sites) near the Sr substitution from 116 degrees with Ba to 



123 degrees with Sr [5]. Co2+ and Ti4+ ionic substitutions for Fe3+ also have great ramifications in 

terms of exchange interactions between magnetic ions, and magnetic anisotropy. Ti substitutions 

decrease the exchange coupling between spins in the R and S blocks whilst the effect of Sr and Co 

substitutions appears to be cumulative in that the net effect is the magnetic anisotropy changes 

from uniaxial to an easy cone of magnetization tilted away from the c-axis. The result of these 

substitutions (Sr, Ti, and Co) is to stabilize a non-collinear longitudinal conical magnetic structure []. 

For ME multiferroics the spiral magnetic state is of high interest as magnetically induced 

ferroelectrics are typically found when a complex magnetic order (spiral) exists [6]. In addition, Co 

and Ti doping in SrFe12O19 has been shown to increase the resistivity up to  1010 cm, which is high 

enough to support an electric field [7]. 

The ME effect at room temperature in cobalt substituted M-type, SrFe8Ti2Co2O19, was first reported 

in bulk [8] and, thereafter, in thin films [9]. The effect of cobalt substitution on the ME coupling 

strength, , in  r   o 
  Ti -    

   e 
     

 -
 was also reported in [11]. It was observed that Co ionic 

substitutions have a significant effect on the measured room temperature ME coupling with (x) 

showing tensorial behaviour depending on whether the electric field is applied parallel or 

perpendicular to the magnetisation, M[X]. Co2+ substitutions in ferrite structures are also a well-

known source of magnetoelastic coupling due to the large orbital moment of Co2+ compared to Fe3+ 

[12]. The linear ME coupling is directly proportional to the magnetoelastic coupling, or 

magnetostriction, , implying that an increase in  increases  []. However, this picture is 

oversimplified in that the material also requires a mechanism, such as the piezoelectric effect or 

electrostriction, for coupling the applied electric field into strain. Several mechanisms for 

magnetically induced ferroelectricity have been proposed. Jia et al (16, 17) classify the origin of 

magnetically induced ferroelectric polarization into three main mechanisms: the exchange-striction 

mechanism, spin-current mechanism, and d-p hybridization mechanism. In the exchange-striction 

mechanism, ferroelectricity is attributed to crystallographic deformations induced by changing 

bonding as a result of a magnetic order. The spin current mechanism can be regarded as an inverse 

effect of the antisymmetric Dzyaloshinskii - Moriya (DM) interaction (24, 25) in which two non-

collinearly coupled magnetic moments displace the exchange mediating ligand ion between them. 

This mechanism was first proposed by Katsura and co-workers (23) and predicts that if the magnetic 

moments are aligned in a cycloidal spiral manner the total electric polarization can be finite and in 

the direction perpendicular to both the spin spiral axis and the magnetic modulation vector Q. This 

mechanism is typically found in the ME hexaferrites including the M-types. The final mechanism is 

due to the spin dependent p–d hybridization between the transition metal cation and the ligand 

anion which can induce a nonzero polarization for partially filled t2g orbitals. 

Recently a unique magnetic-ion-induced displacive electric polarization was reported in 

(Ba,Sr)Fe12O19 [] providing a further route for multiferroicity in hexaferrites. The authors 

demonstrated that the competition between long range Coulomb interactions and short range Pauli 

repulsion in the (TM)O5 bipyramidal unit, unique to the hexaferrite structure, favours an off centre 

displacement of the TM ion inducing a local electric dipole. The role of the bipyramidal trigonal to 

magnetoelectric effects in these materials has not received significant attention as yet but it seems 

that it may be important in several of the mechanisms, i.e due to the displacement of the 

magnetoelastic ion resulting in a non-centrosymmetric nature local environment and its role in the 

non-collinearity of the spins in the structure. 

In this article we show  that the magnetoelectric coefficient, , can be significantly enhanced by 

doping Co2+ into the R-block of the hexaferrite structure which contains the 5-fold bipyramidal 

trigonal site. The bipyramidal trigonal site allows for a large off centre displacement of the 



magnetoelastic Co cation providing a local electric dipole, ideal properties for magnetoelectric 

materials. 

 

 

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

The samples were grown by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) on single crystal sapphire (0001) 

substrates at 600°C under a 200±5 mtorr partial pressure of oxygen. The alternating target laser 

deposition technique (ATLAD) was used to deposit Co and Ti ions in the S or R block of the ME 

hexaferrite material, allowing for different site occupancies compared to deposition from a single 

target [13].  In the deposition the R block was simulated by depositing from a target of SrFe(4-

δ)Ti0.5δCo0.5δO7 and the S block was simulated by depositing from a target of Fe(1+0.25δ)Ti0.5(1-0.25δ)Co0.5(1-

0.25δ)O3. Three samples were grown with δ = 0.0, 0.2 and 0.4. It is noted that irrespective of the value 

of δ the chemical formula was held constant, SrFe8Ti2Co2O19, but for  = 0 the aim was to try and 

force Ti and Co ions to reside only in the S block. Deposited films were post-annealed in oxygen at 

1050 °C for 40 minutes in order to increase the resistivity of the sample [1], and then capped with 

2nm of Au.  

XRD measurements were performed using a Rigaku SmartLab diffractometer with a Cu K-alpha 

source whilst magnetic measurements were performed using a Vibrating Sample Magnetometer 

(VSM-SQUID). For the ME coupling measurements a voltage, V, was applied across the film thickness 

and substrate with changes to the magnetization, as measured by VSM, recorded as a function of V. 

Ti L2,3 XAS, Co L2,3 and Fe L2,3 XAS and XMCD measurements were performed on beamline I06 at the 

Diamond Light Source [14]. Total-electron yield (TEY) and fluorescence yield (FY) were monitored 

simultaneously using the sample drain current and the photocurrent of a diode mounted at 90° to 

the incident beam, respectively. 

 

 

 

3. RESULTS 

XRD patterns for the two films reveal the hexagonal P63/mmc structure with lattice spacings of a = 

5.87(2) Å, c = 23.05(4) Å for δ = 0, a = 5.84(2) Å, c = 23.05(4) Å for δ = 0.2 and a = 5.84(2) Å, c = 

23.05(4) Å for δ = 0.4 which are in good agreement to the range of values found in the literature [2]. 

VSM magnetometry measurements were measured for the applied field parallel to the surface for 

temperatures between 5K and 450K. Fig.2(a,b,c) shows M(T) measured in an applied field of 300 Oe 

after zero field cooling (ZFC) and field cooling (FC) at 30kOe. For the  = 0.2 field cooled case, Fig.2b, 

increasing the temperature from 10K causes the magnetization to steadily decrease as one would 

expect for a simple ferro / ferrimagnet material. However around 200K the slope of M vs T flattens 

before falling again. A similar effect is seen for  = 0.4 and for both samples the flattening of the 

slope in M vs T occurs at the same temperature as a peak seen in the ZFC data. This behaviour is not 

seen in  = 0.0, Fig.2a, which shows a shallower and nearly linear decrease in M over the same 

temperature range for the FC data. However a peak, albeit less pronounced, is also seen in the ZFC 

M(T). The peak in the ZFC M(T) data, seen in hexaferrites, is often interpreted as a change in 

magnetic order from a spin spiral to a collinear spin arrangement [] even though the microscopic 

origin of M(T) is extremely complicated in multi-sublattice magnetic oxides. For a simple 2-sublattice 

system the discontinuities in M(T) can be attributed to a number of effects  such as a change 

between a collinear ferromagnetic order to an order with canted spins (spin spirals) or from a 

magnetic compensation point as has been discussed in detail by [3]. In systems with more than two 



sublattices, such as the hexaferrites, it is not possible to infer the magnetic order directly from M(T) 

without complementary information such as that provided by neutron diffraction []. However, in the 

M-type hexaferrites an easy cone of magnetization [15] develops when doping with Co-Ti above a 

critical level (x = 1.1) as a result of non-collinearity [] which also has the effect of dramatically 

reducing the coercivity. The angle of the cone was previously calculated to be 61 degrees from the c-

axis at room temperature for a substitution level of x = 1. 

Fig.2(c) show hysteresis loops for  = 0, 0.2 and 0.4 measured at 300K. With increasing temperature 

from 10K a sharp reduction in coercivity on crossing a critical temperature (Tc = 170K) for  = 0.2 is 

observed whilst a more gradual decrease for occurs for  = 0.0. At 300K the coercivity for  = 0, 0.2 

and 0.4 is 720, 57 and xx Oe respectively compared to 2335, 1085 and yyy Oe at 10K. The large 

reduction in coercivity at 300K for  = 0.2 and 0.4 compared to  = 0.0 and non-Co-Ti doped SrM 

samples found in the literature [] is indicative of a large angle cone of magnetization as a result of 

non-collinearity. 

The magnetoelectric effect is shown in Fig.x as the change in magnetisation, M, as a function of 

applied electric voltage for (a)  = 0, (b)  = 0.2 and (c)  = 0.4. The measurements were taken in an 

applied magnetic field of 400 Oe. 

 

The linear magneto-electric coefficient, , is defined as [21] 

 

    

  

  
 

Eq. (1) 

 

where   
 

 
(

  

  
) is the electric field across the film, V is the applied voltage across film and 

substrate, d is the thickness of the substrate and s, f are the relative permittivity’s of the substrate 

and film respectively. The relative permittivity s = 10 for sapphire whilst for M-type hexaferrites f  

5000 [22] but is highly dependent on the conductivity of the film and therefore the amount of Fe2+ in 

the sample. Given we do not know the exact d.c value of f for the films, but assume they are 

approximately equal for all three samples due to approximately amounts of Fe2+, we calculate the 

ratio of the magnetoelectric coefficients for the two films to give 
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For  = 0.2,  has increased by over an order of magnitude compared to  = 0.0. Measurements on  

= 0.4 also shows a large enhancement of  compared to the  = 0.0 film. 

 

To gain a more detailed understanding of the role of Co-Ti substitutions in SrM, we performed XAS 

at the Ti L2,3 absorption edge and XAS/XMCD measurements at the Co and Fe L2,3 absorption edges in 

order to determine valency, co-ordination and the magnetic response of the individual elements. In 

L-edge XAS, electrons are excited from a 2p core level to the unoccupied 3d valence states of the 

element of interest by circularly polarized x rays at the resonance energies of the transitions. The 



difference in absorption for opposite polarizations (the XMCD) gives a direct and element-specific 

measurement of the projection of the 3d magnetic moment along the x-ray polarization vector [16]. 

The absorption cross section is conventionally obtained by measuring the decay products, either 

fluorescent x-rays (FY) or electrons (TEY), of the photo-excited core hole. The type of decay product 

measured determines the probing depth of the technique. For transition metals at L2,3 absorption, 

the probing depths for FY and TEY detection are 100 nm and 6 nm respectively.  

Figure 4 shows the Ti XAS measured at the L2,3 edges for  = 0.The spectra for  = 0.2 and 0.4 is 

nearly identical so only one is plotted. Four peaks are seen in the spectra. In octahedral symmetry, 

the crystal field splits the degenerate 3d orbitals into an eg and a t2g configuration where the t2g 

consists of the dxy, dxz, and dyz orbitals and the eg configuration, the higher energy dz
2 and dx

2
- y

2
 

orbitals. Thus two peaks are expected for each spin orbit split initial state (2p3/2, 2p1/2). Excellent 

agreement between the experimental data and atomic multiplet calculations [17], shown as the 

solid line in Fig.3, is found for Ti4+ in an octahedral co-ordination with a crystal field parameter 

(10Dq) of 1.9eV. Fig.3 also shows the calculated spectra for Ti4+ in a tetrahedral co-ordination 

(dashed line). It is clear from the spectra that the Ti ions in both samples have a 4+ valancy and 

occupy octahedral sites. 

We now turn our attention to the magnetic Co and Fe cations. Figure 5 shows XAS and XMCD data 

for (a,d)  = 0, (b,e)  = 0.2 and (c,f)  = 0.2 at the Fe and Co L2,3 edges respectively. The XAS at the Fe 

L2,3 edges for all samples shows multiplet structure typical of an iron oxide. Three peaks (two 

negative and one positive) are present in the XMCD spectra, similar to that found for Fe3O4 [18]. 

The peaks correspond to contributions from Fe3+ in octahedral, Fe3+ in tetrahedral and Fe2+ in 

octahedral sites. For the M-type hexaferrite structure, spins located at the Fe tetrahedral sites are 

aligned anti-parallel to the majority of spins at the Fe octahedral sites [2]. Hence the positive peak in 

the XMCD is due to tetrahedrally co-ordinated Fe3+.  Fits to the XMCD data using atomic multiplet 

calculations show that XMCD spectra is best represented by 70% octahedral co-ordinated and 

30% tetrahedral co-ordinated Fe. We note that this should not be taken as the relative Fe 

occupancy of the sites.  For example the spins of octahedral co-ordinated Fe at the 4f2 sites are 

aligned anti-parallel to the other octahedral sites in the unit cell and therefore reduce the magnetic 

octahedral contribution to the XMCD signal. Interestingly the hexaferrite structure is usually 

considered to only contain Fe3+. The occurrence of Fe2+, probably due to incomplete oxidation during 

growth, is detrimental to magnetoelectric materials as it provides a conductive pathway, due to 

polaronic hopping, between the Fe2+ / Fe3+ ions located at octahedral sites, supressing electric 

polarisation. The XAS / XMCD data at the Co L2,3 edges is shown in the bottom panel (c). The XAS 

lineshape is a superposition of Co2+ spectra in octahedral and tetrahedral environments. However 

the XMCD lineshape, which provides information on the uncompensated moments in the 

ferrimagnetic structure, is predominantly from Co2+ in an octahedral environment. Fits to the XMCD 

data using atomic multiplet calculations [19], show that the majority of the XMCD is due to 

octahedral Co (70%) with a 30% tetrahedral contribution. As can be seen from the figure, the sign 

of the XMCD peak is negative, parallel to the majority of the Fe peaks indicating the net Co magnetic 

contribution is aligned parallel to the majority of the Fe spins. Thus for  = 0 the Co seems to have 

been substituted into both octahedral and tetrahedral sites whilst Ti has entered into only the 

octahedral sites. Which octahedral sites the Ti substitutes into cannot be determined from the XAS 

data. However, according to [20] Ti prefers the 12k positions and so for  = 0 the data is consistent 

with the aim to substitute Co-Ti into the S block only. 

Fig.4b shows the Fe XAS and XMCD for  = 0.2. The XAS lineshape is similar to that for  = 0. 

However, atomic multiplet fits to the XMCD data reveal a smaller tetrahedral / octahedral ratio for 



this sample compared to  = 0 (the amount of Fe2+ is the same for both  = 0 and 0.2 to within error). 

XAS and XMCD at the Co L2,3 edges, Fig.4d, show differences in the XAS and XMCD lineshape 

compared to  = 0. A comparison of the XAS and XMCD data with an atomic multiplet calculation 

shows that the magnetic contribution from Co is mainly (70%) from Co2+ ions in tetrahedral and 

trigonal sites.  As can be seen from the Fig.4d the spins of the tetrahedral / trigonal co-ordinated 

Co2+ align anti-parallel with the octahedral Fe. Self-consistency is provided by a comparison between 

the Fe and Co data. The decreased tetrahedral / octahedral ratio for Fe is accompanied by an 

increase in the tetrahedral / octahedral ratio for Co.  

 

 

4. DISCUSSION 

We first discuss the Co XAS/XMCD data for the two films. For  = 0.0 the XAS lineshape can be 

modelled by a superposition of octahedral and tetrahedral Co2+ spectra. For  = 0.0 the Ti-Co 

substitution is intended to occur only in the S-block i.e. the 2a, 4f1 and 12k sites. It has been shown 

[2,8,20,23] that Ti has a strong preference for the 12k sites whilst Co2+ prefers the 4f1 and the 2a 

sites, although there is significant contradiction in the literature [8,20, 23]. The preference for Co2+ in 

the tetrahedral (4f1) sites is reported to be due to the large Co2+ cation radius (rCo(2+) = 0.58 Å) which  

stabilizes the S block compared to the smaller Fe3+ cation (rFe(3+) = 0.49 Å) [18]. However, Fe2+, which 

has a larger ionic radius (rFe(2+) = 0.63 Å) than Co2+, may modify this picture and force the Co2+ into 

the 2a or 12k sites. The XMCD spectrum clearly shows that the total magnetic contribution from the 

Co sites in the structure is parallel to the Fe octahedral sites and predominantly from Co2+ 

octahedrally co-ordinated. 

For  = 0.2 the Co XAS spectra is a superposition of octahedral, trigonal and tetrahedral Co2+ spectra. 

As doping now takes place in the R and S block we consider that all sites can be occupied. A large 

change in the anisotropy, Fig.2, is seen for this sample which is likely to be due to substitution into 

the trigonal 2b site which is known to be responsible for the large anisotropy in the parent 

compound [2]. The magnetic contribution from the Co has a component anti-parallel to the Fe 

octahedral sites and a good fit to the XMCD spectra is based on a  70:30 ratio of (tetrahedral + 

trigonal):octahedral. The Co moment, or at least a component of the moment, on the 2b trigonal site 

is anti-parallel to the majority of octahedral Fe cations which is in agreement with the finding of 

Williams et al for BaTiCoFeO [23]. 

For  = 0.4 the XAS and XMCD at the Co L2,3 edges show an intriguing effect. Although the XAS 

spectra is dominated by Co2+ octahedrally co-ordinated, the XMCD shows the magnetic response is 

almost identical to that for  = 0.2 i.e. predominantly from tetrahedral and trigonal co-ordinated Co. 

We believe this can be explained by the fact that there must be a roughly equal amount of 

octahedral Co with opposite spins which contribute to the XAS but cancel each other out in the 

XMCD. However, the importance of Co2+ in the trigonal sites to the macroscopic magnetic properties 

such as the coercivity is clear. Further evidence of the importance of the bipyramidal trigonal to 

magnetoelectric effects in hexaferrites has recently been demonstrated by Shen et al [24] in which 

they show that the competition between long range Coulomb interactions and short range Pauli 

repulsion in a (TM)O5 bipyramidal unit favours an off centre displacement of the TM ion inducing a 

local electric dipole. 

To provide further insight into the role of cation substitutions at the trigonal bipyramidal sites in the 

magnetoelectric coupling mechanisms, the M-type hexaferrite structure was simulated using 

materials studio [z]. Two structures were created, one that replicates strontium ferrite, SrFe12O19, in 

which Fe3+ ions occupy all interstitial lattice sites, and the other to replicate SrCo2Ti2Fe8O19 with the 



Ti4+ ions occupying the 12K octahedral sites and the Co2+ ions at the trigonal bipyramidal sites. The 

geometries of the structures were optimised using the CASTEP 8.0 density functional theory, DFT, 

code [ZZZ]. The calculations were performed using the General Gradient Approximation, GGA, and 

the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof, PBE, functional. A cut off energy and convergence criteria of 1200eV 

and 10-6eV were used, respectively. The geometry optimisation for each structure was run until the 

residual force on each ion was less than 0.01eV/Å, with a total energy convergence tolerance of 

5x10-6eV/atom, a geometry stress component tolerance of 0.02GPa and a maximum ionic 

displacement tolerance of 2x10-3Å. The calculations utilised the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno, 

BFGS, geometry method with the initial lattice constants for both the structures set to a = b = 5.88Å 

and c = 23.10Å. Having performed the geometry optimisation calculations the in plane and out of 

plane trigonal bipyramidal site bond lengths, r0 and r1, were extracted. 

Using the phenomenological local potential energy method for the bipyramid, as developed in [],the 

energy profile along the c-axis (z) was calculated using 

          ( )          [(      √  
    )  ]         [(      (    ))  ]

        [(      (    ))  ] 

Eq. (2) 

where r0 and r1 are the in-plane and out-of-plane TM-O distances in the bi-pyramid for 2b sites,  is a 

constant (taken to be 1.35 × 10-19 J), c+- =   is Pauling’s valence factor, and ρ = 0.314 Å [zzz]. r+ = 1.4 

()Å are the ionic radii of Fe3+ and Co2+ with a co-ordinate number of 5 respectively and r- =0.58 Å is 

the ionic radius of O2- from ref [zzzzz]. 

The local potential energy profile along the c-axis for SrM where Fe3+ resides in all interstitial sites is 

shown in Fig.6a. Our data reproduces that reported in [], where the double well potential is 

indicative of an off centre displacement of the cation leading to a ferroelectric state. However, the 

energy barrier (E) for SrM is only 2meV so that at room temperature the cation oscillates rapidly 

between the two minima resulting in an “average” equatorial position and no polarization  However 

on substitution of Co2+ into the 2b positions the situation changes. The differing r0, r1 and r+ for Co 

compared to Fe increases the distance between the double well minima as well as the energy barrier 

between them. The separation of the minima increases from 0.3 Å for TM = Fe to 0.8 Å for TM = Co 

whilst the energy barrier increase from 2meV for TM = Fe to 100meV for TM = Co. Wang et al have 

also investigated the structural instability of the trigonal bipyramidal site for the M-type hexaferrite 

and demonstrate that that the ferroelectric state is energetically favourable with FE alignment of the 

dipoles along the c-axis and ferrielectric in the ab plane []. Importantly a compressive strain in the 

system of around 5% is shown to stabilize the ferroelectric state at room temperature. Although in 

Co-Ti doped hexaferrites not all the Fe cations in the 2b sites will be substituted by Co, the effect is 

clear. Increasing the occupation of Co into 2b sites enhances the ability for the structure to polarize 

as well as providing a magnetoelastic ion. Therefore, it seems that the Co substitution in the 2b sites 

provides a mechanism for an enhanced magnetoelectric effect. 

 
 

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In summary, we have used a combination of VSM magnetometry XAS / XMCD at the Fe and Co L2,3 

edges to study the effect of Co substitution on the magnetoelectric coefficient in Co-Ti doped SrM 

hexaferrites. Multiplet features in the Co XMCD suggest that Co entering the trigonal 2b sites play an 

important role in the magnetoelectric effect in these materials. Naively one may expect  to 



increase with the amount of Co in the octahedral sites due to the increased magnetoelasticity. 

However, it seems that the situation is more complex and that both magnetoelasticity and a 

mechanism for increasing the stability of the electric polarization are important for enhancing . 

Doping into both the R and S block, with Co occupying the tetrahedral / trigonal sites and Ti 

occupying octahedral sites, are important for maximising the magneto-electric coupling.  
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Figure Captions 

 

Figure 1: Perspective view of the M-type structure showing Wyckoff positions, co-ordination and 

block of the cations. 

 

Figure 2: VSM magnetometry for δ = 0.0, 0.2 and 0.4. M(T) for (a) δ = 0.0, (b) δ = 0.2 and (c) δ = 0.2  

measured at 300 Oe for FC and ZFC conditions. (c) M(H) loops for δ = 0.0 (red),  δ = 0.2 (blue) and δ = 

0.4 (green) measured at 300K. 

 

Figure 3: Change in M as a function of applied voltage, V, for (a)  = 0.0, (b)  = 0.2 and (c)  = 0.4. 

Measurements were taken with an applied bias field of 400Oe with E parallel to M. 

 

Figure 4: Ti L2,3 XAS measured for  = 0 and  = 0.2 at 300K in TEY (red data points). The blue solid 

line is the simulated spectra from an atomic XAS multiplet calculation of Ti4+ in an octahedral co-

ordination with 10Dq = 1.9 eV. The black dashed line is an equivalent calculation for of Ti4+ in a 

tetrahedral co-ordination with 10Dq = -0.9 eV. 

 

Figure 5:  XAS and XMCD spectra for (a,c)   = 0.0 and (b,d)   = 0.2 at the Fe (upper) and Co (bottom) 

L2,3  edges respectively. Spectra were measured at T = 230K, 0H = 6T and with the X-ray propagation 

vector parallel to H and at 60 degrees with respect to the surface normal. Fits to the data (green) 

using atomic multiplet calculations are shown in black.   

 

Figure 6: The calculated energy potentials from Eq. (2) for Urepulsion as a function of off-equatorial 

displacements (z) for (a) Fe3+ and (b) Co2+ in the trigonal bi-pyramidal site. 
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